
Qn Abstxact Homomorphisms of Anisotropic A! ebraic Groops 

over Real-Closed fields 

Abstr-art homomorphisms with Zariski-dense imzge of t&e gr%~? of ra:ionai 
points of anisotropic almost simple algebraic groqx over reai closed fields 
i-to other almost simple algebraic groups are described. T&z result states, 
in psrticu!zr, that the kernel of such home-moq&isrr, is z co_n.gr:xence su”bgroizp 
d thz original group. 

0.1. Ke shaii consider fields more general thar, the reai ciosed fields. Sam+: 

‘;ie consider fields satisfying 

RI. l’he field K = k((--lj112j has no quadratic extel7sions. 

I-u The quadratic form up + x.” L y” -f 2 does not re-~resent zel-o. 

The examples. of such fields are 

(a! / real closed fields, 

(bj let R be anp subfieid of C ciosed under quadratic esterkons: !ez k be 
rhe fixed subfie!d of the complex conjugation. 

‘ii-e consider zlgebraic semi-simple groups s&i& are deEned and aniootrocic 

orer k and split over K. We dl such groups a&issiYde. Using zesuits and ideas of 

[IT? ;) we obGn [or such groups the simplest structi;ral results (cf. &c&n 3). 
-Xis a paraile! development we prove in -1ppendix 1 a Kiingenberg’s version oi 

tse hxlamentai theorem of projective geometry aad apply ic in Section 4 tc 

prcve our main. result’for groups of type-q, . Then iz Sections 5 and 5 xze combine 

results of Sections 4 and 3 and obtain: 
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0.2. MAIS THEOREM. Suppose that G is absolutely almost simple, sin++ 
connected, and admissible. Suppose that k’ is another Jield and G’ an absolutely 
almost simple k’-group. Let a: G(k) -+ G’(k’) be a homomorphism with dense image. 
Then there exist 

(i) a unique place CJX k ---t 12’; let A be its valuation ring; 

(ii) a unique structure G, of a semi-simple group scheme oe’er A on G; zce 
hate G,(d) = G(k) in this structure. 

(iii) a unique structure of an algebraic p(A)-group on G’; 

(iv) a unique central p(A)-isogeny /3 of algebraic v(A)-gr’oz+, p: cGA = 
GA 6% ~(4 + G;(A) 

such that 

4g) = Bb”(gN for g E G(k). 

Here *GA can be roughly pictured as the reduction of GA modulo the maximal 
ideal of A and ~0 can be pictured as the homomorphism of reduction considered 
on points G,(A) of G, . 

0.3. The most interesting features of the above Theorem are (i) and (ii). They 
say that given a homomorphism we can find a subring in our field such that the 
group is actually defined over this subring and such that our homomorphism is 
actually the reduction modulo the maximal ideal of our ring. Of course, this 
generality may be vacuous if our subring A is k itself. But if k is real closed and 
non-archiiedean, then we can take the subring 3 of k as the set of elements which 
are not infinitely big in some fixed order. Then any admissible group will be 
automat&+- defined over A (cf., B. Pollack [12] for’ a similar but stronger 
statement or E. A-tin [l , Chap. V, Sect. 31 for an example) and one can construct 
non-trivial homomorphisms by taking the reduction modulo the ideal of infinitely 
small elements in A. Thus (i) and (ii) are not vacuous. It can be shown, how-ever, 
that A = k if the kernel of LY is in the center of G(k). On the other hand, it is 
very probable that our subring A is alvc-ays the ring of not infinitely large elements 
of k (recall that it is known that our field is uniquely orderable, e.g. S. Lang 
[9, bottom of p. 3811). So the degree of generality of our Theorem may be quite 
restricted. 

0.4. The next question which naturally arises is: why do we assume that the 
field is real closed or something like real closed. To explain this we have to say a 
few words about the proof. The proof for arbitrary groups G is based on the 
validity of the theorem in the particular case of groups of t!-pe A, . In this case 
we proved in [18] that G’ must be also of type A, . In the case when G and G’ are 
both of type A, we have a projective plane structure on the set of connected one- 
dimensional subgroups of G and G’ (cf. [18]) and 01 induces a “map” 5: Pr(k) + 
P2(k’) which preserves incidence. In general, this “map” need not be everywhere 
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defined (this is the reason for putting quotation marks around “map”). Same@? 
if a(H(k)) = (1) f or some connected one-dimensional &subgroup H of G then 2 
is not defined in the corresponding point of P”(K). However, in the case we 
consider in the present paper. j; is everywhere defined since ail connected one- 
dimensional K-subgroups of G are conjugate in G(k) (cf. 2.1 below). 

0.5. For an (es-erywhere defined) map 5: Pr(13) + Ps(K’) xbich preser-;es 
incidence an analog of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry holds in 
the form (cf. is]): there exist a valuation subring d of K, an d-lattice 31 in the 
underlying space B of P2(K), a ring homomorphism Q: -4 -+ R’, a map of 
-4-modules 9 N+ J” (JT’ is the underlying space of Pz@‘) made into an 
-d-modules via ‘p) such that j; is the composition of Bivith aatura; projections. 

0.6. There are, however, other reasons why our idezs may fail or lead to 
.un.manageable considerations for other fields. One of them is that generallp :x-e 
can define our projective plane structure in abstract group terms on!? for adjoint 
groups of type A, . For our fields K the difference between aojoint and simply 
connected groups of type .A, is negligible (cf. 2.4 and 4.4.4 below). 

C:.7. -&ro:ber much more conceptual difficulty is the follov;ing. Suppose we 
have a generalization of the Fundamental Theorem of Projecril-e geometry to 
maps which are not everywhere defined (cf. 0.8(S) below for a more precise 
statement). Then we get a local subring A of K and we have to de&e some 
A-structure on G (which may not even be a group scheme structure). I do not 
knox of 2cy way to do that. In our case we get 2 strucrure cf a semi-s&pie 
group scheme on G and that is easy to describe. 

0.8. The a’oore discussion suggests the following questions. 

(i) Can one study order-preserving maps between Tits buildings? (For 
split Tits buildings it seems to be easy.) Can such maps be used to describe 
Brubat-Tits buildings ? 

(ii) Can one use the full generality of Klingenberg’s paper [8] to get the 
the results of the following sort: Let G be an absolute& simple algebraic group 
defined ox-er a field k and let H be a big (in some appropriate sensej subgroup of 
G(k). Let G’ be another absolutely simple dgebraic group orer a field k’ and iet 
3: Ii + G’@‘) be a homomorphism with a dense image. Then there esists a loczl 
snbring A E k and a structure of a group scheme over d on G such that H C G(-4 j 
and 0: is a composition of a homomorphism q: A -+ II’ with a speciai isogeeny 2 

homomorphism 9;: A - k’ with a special k’-isogeny g: GS(A;.X, + Gi;, . 

(iii) Can one combine the methods of this paper x-ith methods of J. Tits Jlq 
to get a description of all homomorphisms with dense image of our groups into 
perfect algebraic groups Z If so, one wit1 get a solution of a kind of congruence 
subgroup problem. 

(iv) Let D be a central division algebra over k, D the set cf eiements of Z 
of norm 1, d the subring of D generated by Dl. Is it true that ~9’ has ncrmal 
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subgroups if and only if D # D ? Do these normal subgroups correspond to ideals 
of D (or even of B n (center of D)) ? 

0.9. We refer to [2,6,11,15] for a historical survey and to [lo, pp. 255-2591 for 
a complete bibliography of papers on homomorphisms between algebraic groups 
covering years 1928-1975. 

0.10. C~~~rions and rwtutions. For a field K satisfying Rl, R2 we set 
K = K((-l)lla). The Galois group of K over k acts on a = b + (-l)lk, 
b, c E K, by a = b - (- 1)tk. Then ,!!K;k(a) = a * 4 K1 = {a E K 1 .Nx;p(a) = l}. 
Sometimes we write .ii for NE:, . By D we denote the division algebra of quater- 
nions over k; we have D = ((2 3 i a, k K). The norm map Aird: D --+ k is defined 
by ..Yrd(j 3 = .!Y(u) + K(b). Then D1 = {d E D ; xrd(d) = l}. 

For an unramified extension &of a ring A we denote by Gal(AJA) the Galois 
group of A, over A. If we have an A-scheme X we indicate it by writing X, . 
The points of Xin an overring A, 3 A are denoted X(Ai) = X,(AJ. If r+x A + B 
is a homomorphism of rings we denote by Q’X, the B-scheme obtained from X 
by the base change ‘p and TO: X(A) + “X,(B) is the corresponding mapping on 
points. 

For an algebraic (resp., abstract) group G and algebraic (resp., abstract) 
subset M 5: G we denote by Z,(M), ~lr,(:M) the algebraic (resp., abstract) 
subgroup of G which is the centralizer or, respectively, the normalizer of M in 
G. For an algebraic group G we denote by Go its connected component and by 
R,(G) its unipotent radical. 

If G is an algebraic group and T a subtorus of G then B(G, T) is the set of 
roots of Tin G (or in theLie algebra of G). For a subset ,E1 C E(G, T) we denote 
by G(&) the subgroup of G generated by root subgroups of Tin G corresponding 
to roots from &,Ei . In particular, if T is a maximal torus and a E X(G, T) then 
G(u) is a three-dimensional absolutely almost simple subgroup of G. In this 
situation we set, moreover, T(u) = G(u) n T, T, = (t E T : u(t) = 1). We 
denote by W the Weyl group of ,J?(G, T) (when T is maximal) and by A a 
system of simple roots in E. Then w. denotes the only element of W which maps 
positive roots with respect to A into negative. 

Finally, 1 S ! denotes the cardinality of S and Z/2 denotes the group of two 
elements. 

1. PRELIMIXARIES: PROPERTIES OF THE FIELD AND OF A 

DIVISIOX QUATFJRNION ALGEBRA 

1.1. LEMAU. (i) char k = 0 

(ii) [k* : k*a] = 2, k* = k** u -k** 
(iii) k*4 = kS!. 
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Proof. Suppose char-k =p +O. Then -1 EF,CA and F a - F 2 = u P 
F, s - !. So R2 does not hold in this case. This proves (ij. E:; Ri we have 
G* = k** u -k*s (because kv has only one square nonresidue) whence (ii). 
If a E kXp :ve have a = b2, b E k*. We can assume that 6 E k”r (because GE (ii)). 
Then 5 = 8, i.e. a = c4, i.e. k*’ = k*4, as required in (iii>. 

!.2. LEX3LA. (i) Kx2 = K” 

Proof. Since K” has no quadratic extensions :ve have K” = K”‘. We hare 
next that :V(K*) C k** (trivially) and K(K*) $ -l (because of R2j. So (ii) 
fcliows fro-m I.l(ii). To prove (iii) take h E K1. By (ij there exists nz E K;’ w-itii 
h = m2. We have A’(&) = 1 whence -Y(m) = Al. Since -1 e i\-(K) we ha-i-e 
XI E k~ whence Kl = Kr’. Consider kx2 and Kr as subgroups cf RX. We have 
k”2nKI=1sincefortaEk**nK1~T-eha~-e:~~((lz)=~’=l,~hencek=Bi. 
Now - 1 < k”* implies that kv2 . Kz = k*” x K?. On the other hand S: KY --t k* 
has kernel K1 and we have by 1.1 (iii) that -Y(K “> = :J.*(,&*P . E). Ti$s pro\re:es (iv>. 

1.3. Let D be the quaternicn algebra over k m-hich is spiit by K and corre- 
sponds to norm residue -1 E k*!X(K”). 

iEMX&. Any quaternion division algebra ocer k is isomorphic to D. 

Pr03f. First, D is a division algebra since its norm form :l-rd does no: 
represent zero by R2. Second, if D is another quaternion division algebra over 5, 
then d is split by Ksince K is the only quadratic extension of A and b corresponds 
to some non-identity element of k*/S(K*). But this latter group contains only 
one non-identity element, namely -k *2. So there is onlv one division a!gebra, I 
name!>- D. 

I.4 LE>LN%. (i) all maximal subfields of D are isomorphic to K 

(ii) Dip = Dl 

(iii) LTb-dD* = k*a 

(iv) D* = k*e x D1. 

A-ooj. Any maximal subfield of D is a quadratic extension of k. So (i) fohows 
frcm Rl. Since D is the union of its maximal subfields and since restriction of 
-lird to a maximal subfield is the norm of that field, (iij and (iii) fol!ow from 
I2jii), 1.2(E). The above also implies that k*p * D’ = k*5 x D1. Sow zs i.z 
the proof of 1.2(iv) we have :Wd(k*2 . D1) = ,\-rd(D*) = kk2, whence (iv). 
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2. PROPERTTES OF GROUPS OF TYPE -4, OVER k 

We consider an algebraic anisotropic k-group G of type A, . If G is simply 
connected we denote it sometimes by G and we have G(k) = D1. If G is adjoint 
we denote it sometimes by G and we have c(k) = D*/k*. We use here results 
of [18]. In notations of [18] we have D = D-, . 

2.1. LEMtvb4. Any tao maximal k-tori of G are conjugate by an element of 

G(k)- 

Proof. It follows from [18, 1.3.51 for G and from lA(iii) together with [18], 
5.2.3 for G. 

2.2. LJWAIA. If T is a k-subtorus of G then 

A&,(T(k))/T(k) N Zl2Z. 

Proof. It follows from [18, 1.3.51 for G and from [18, 5.2.21 (together with 
the fact that a = -1 in our case) for G. 

2.3. LEMMA. G(k) acts trariti~ely on the set of Bore1 K-subgroups of G. 

Proof. It follows from [18, 1.3.6, 5.2.41. 

2.4. LEMMA. G(k) N G(k)/{ &I}. 

Proof. We have C(k) = D*/k*, i.e., by 1.4(iv) c(k) = (D1 x k**)/k* = 
D’/(D’ n k”) = D’/{&l} = G(k)/‘{*l}. 

2.5. LEM~W. (i) [G(k), G(k)] = G(k). 

(ii) G(k) has tu) subgroups of jnite index. 

Proof. Because of 2.4 it is sufficient to prove the Lemma for G = G. Then 
G(k) = D1. So to prove (i) take h E D1. Let T be a maximal k-torus containing 
h, m E .NG(,j(T(k)) - T(k). Then [m, T(k)] = ( T(k))e N K1* = K? (by 12(iii)). 
So [m, T(k)] = T(k), i.e. h E [G(k), G(k)], whence (i). 

To prove (ii) note that since T(k) N KI is 2divisible for any k-subtorus T 
of G (by 13(iii)), th e order of any finite quotient of G(k) is odd. Therefore by 
Feit-Thompson theorem any finite quotient is solvable. Now (i) implies that 
G(k) has no finite quotients. 

2.5.1. &murk. In view of E. Artm [l , Chap. V, Sect. 3] Lemma 2.5 may 
possibly be generated to: any simple quotient of G(k) is siomorphic to G’(k’) 
where G’ is a group of type A, defined over an archimedean field k’. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF ADMISSIBLS ALGEBWIC K-GRSCP 

The considerations of this section are heavily based on t>e earlier paper [17j. 
In order to avoid repetitions we gil-e only minimcm of definitions. We refer to 
571 for details. 

Let G be a semi-simple k-group and let T be a maximai k-subtorus of G. U-e 
say that T (resp. G) is admissible if it is anisotropic o\-er k azd $it oi’er K. .&ny 
admissible group contains an admissible torus. If T is an admissible torus cf G 
snd Z = Z(G, T) is the root svstem of G m-ith respect tc T, Axn - E Gai(K;k) 
acts on 2 by 8 = -a. If (Xll(t)jlEP is a coherent par&netrizatior, of rcot 
subgroups of G (-with respect to T), then me hat-e xa(t: = .~+(d$) for 
t E K with d, E k*. 11-e write Aa = d~l\‘(Kx). Tbe set @,,jaEz detetinee 
G up to central k-isogeny (cf. [17j and -ppen& 2, Theorem 8.8 a& 
Corol!ayy 8.9). 

Since Z = -a for a E .Z, the three-dimensional subgroups G(a) = <.Y,,(&. 
X-~(K)) are defined over k. An admissible subtorns T’ of G is said ;o be assoc&eed 
r&k T (sitk respect to a E Z) if it is contained in G(a) . T. Ye fix z Eorei 
K-subgroup containing T. Let ,C = Z(B, T) and !et L be tie correspomling 
@em of simple roots. We also fix a decompositioc cc = sC1 ... 6, , C+ E 4: and 
we denote the parabolic B . G(af) by Pi . 

m 

3.1. PRC~OSITIOX. For ewry reduced root system .Z here exists anti up io 
isomorpkdsm on@ one admissible simply connected ~‘ozp Ctk root system 2. Skis 
group is almost simple owr k if and only ij B is irreducibie. 

Proof. To construct such group we have by [17. no. 6] and A~KXX% 2 below 
:o ascribe to each a E .Z an element d, E k*. These mmlbers mzst satisfy relations 
([i 7, no. 14] and Appendix 2 below), namely dn-b = -d,c& if a, E, a f b E Z z.z~-?d 
d-, = d;‘. And any system of numbers satisfying these relat!ozs determines a 
k-form G of a split group with root system 2. Z\Ioreo\-e-er, G contair,s a3 adrnissibie 
torus. Let us set d, = - 1 for all a E 2. Then the relations are satisfied ar.d we 
obtain a group G. Let us pro\-e that G is admis&bIe (i.e. anisot:epic). Sate 5-s’: 
that bp [17, no. 81 and 1.4(iii), the set {&}.)aEZ(t.T,! corresponding :o az admiesib:e 
toTus T’ associated with T is the same: G = --X(P). E G were iso:ropic the,? 
by ([!7j, nos. 9, 7) there wouid exist an admissible torus C? \Thich COUE Zze 
connected with T by a iinite sequence of associated tori, and a root b E .E’(G, T> 
such that &, E X(K”). Since on each step of associations we has-e ,I: = -_\-(-K”) 
the above is impossible and so G is anisotropic. Since - acts as - 1 ot Z, G 
is almost simple o\-er k if and only if 6 is connected. 

It remaica to show the &city. It is easy since the isomorphism class cf G is 
completely determined by the set {& = d, . S(P)&, . And bv I .S(ii) ~.:-e 
can choose {h,] in only one way so that X, $ X(K*j. 
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3.2. LEMMA. Let G be an admissible group and T un admissible subrotus of G. 
Then 

:\&(T(k)),‘T(k) = Xo( T)/T. 

Proof. It follo\vs from 2.2 since .Xo( T) is generated by the groups ATr.G(0)( T), 
a E 22 

3.3. LEMMA. Let G be an admissible group. Let w,, = s,~ a** s,~, al E A, and 
Pr = G(a,)B. Then G(K) = P,(K) * P,(K) *** P,(K). 

Proof. The right hand side is invariant under right and left multiplications by 
B(K). Since G(K) = B(K) . W. B(K) it is sufficient to establish that every 
w E W is a product of reflections in some ai taken in the same order as the given 
expression for w, . It is kno\vn (and follovrs by descending induction from 
[4, Chap. 6, Sect. 1, Proposition 171 and exchange property [4, Chap. 4, Sect. 1, 
no. 1.51). 

3.4. PROPOSITIOS. Let G be an admissible group. Let B and al be as in 3.3 
and let B’ be a Borel K-subgroup of G. Then there exists g E G(q)(k) ... G(&)(k) 
such that gBg-l = B’. In particular, G(k) acts transitively on (G/B)(K). 

Proof. (Compare [17, nos. 7, 111). Apply Lemma 3.3 to the decomposition 
wug( =w;‘) = Sam . * - sax . Take pi E P,(K) such that g = p, p,, ... p1 . Set 
dj=pi...p,,B,=B,Bi=d,Bd~‘,Ti=BinB,,R,=d,P,d~1,G,=RinRi. 
Then Ti is defined over k and split over K. Since G is admissible it follows that 
so is Ti . Then Gi is a three-dimensional k-subgroup normalized by Ti . By 2.3 
there exists hi E G,(k) such that Bi = hiB,,h;’ for i > 1. Therefore Bi = 
(Ai a.* h,) B(hi ... h&l, Rd = (hi ... hJ Pi(h, .+zJ-~. Thus 

G = (hi -*. h,) G(as)(hi a.* h&l. 

Hence hih1 = (hi *mm h,) g,(hi *.. h,)-1 for some gi E G(aJ(k). JVe have g, = h1 , 
h,h, = h1g2hy1 . h,g, = g,g, . Suppose that we have established that hi *.a h1 = 
g1 “.gi. Thenhi, *mm h, = hielg, *m-g, = (gl -.*gi)gi+l(gl ..*gJ--l *(gl .**gi) = 
g1 "'g&l- Therefore by induction Fve have h, **. h1 = g, ..* g,,, . Since 
gs E G(a,)(k), our assertion follou-s. 

3.5. COROLLARY. Let G be admissible. Ail pairs (T, B) consisting of an 
admissible torus T and a Bore1 K-group, containing it, are conjugate by elements of 
G(q)(k) ... G(anz). In pa&&r, alZ admissible tori ure conjugate by G(k). 

Proof. Let (T, B), (T’, B’) be two pairs of the described type. Then there 
exists h E G(a,)(k) ... G(a,)(k) such that hBh-l = B’. Since T = B n B, 
T’ = B’ n 8’, h E G(k) our assertion follo\vs from the preceding one. 
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3.6. CSXOLLARS. For an admissible G one Aas 

G(k) = T(k) . G(aJ(k) *.. G(a,,,)(kj. 

Proof. Let g E G(k). Set T = gTg-1, B = gBg-I. ?‘hen by 3.5 tkerr exists 
h E G(a,jjk) *mm G(a,)(k) such that hT’h-l = T, hB’irl = B, which means that 
(hg) T(hg)-l = T, (kg) B(hg)-l = B, i.e. Ag E T(k). Since T(K) normalizes ail 
G(ai)(k) our assertion follows. 

3.7. TEEOREM. Let G be simp& connected and admissible, alzd let ai be as in 3.3. 
Tlen G(k) = G(aJ(k) ... G(a,,)(k). In particular 

(i) G(a)(k), a E A, gmerate G(k) 

(ii) iG(k), G(k)] = G(k). 

Proof. Let us first show that (i) and (ii) fo!low from the main assertion. TZs 
is clear for (i). To pro\-e (ii) we remark first that 

G(k) 3 [G(aJ(k), G(q)(k)] ... LG(a.,)(k), Gjdk)! 

and the last expression coincides with G(a,)(k) ... G<a,,)(kf because of 2.5. 
The rest of the theorem follows from 3.6 and the fcllo:i-ing 

3.7.:. LEM!bL4. Set T(a) = G(a) n T. Then (f or simply connected admissibie 
G) we hate: T(k) is the direct product of groups T(a)(kj: a E d. 

Proof. By [!4, Sect. 3, Lemma 28~1 we kno\:- that T(K> is the direct product 
of groups T(a)(K), a E A. Since the action oi Gal(K:kj prese-q-es all T(aj. n-e 
hare cur assertion. 

3.7.2. Remark. I-. Kac proved in [7] for compzct Lie groups (i.e. 1 in the case 
k = R) that modulo a finite central group a!1 relations between groups G(a,j(R! 
(when they generate G(R)) f 11 o ow from relations In groups cf C-rack 2. He 
thinks that the ideas of his proof may work alsc in our slight!p more general case. 

4. HOMOMORPHISMS OF GROOCPS OF TrpE A, 

Let k be a fieid satisfying RI, R2 and let G be en absoicteip almost si-mple 
algebraic k-group of type A, . Let K’ be another infinite field azd G’ an algebrtic 
absolutely almost simple k-group. Let a;: G(k) -+ G’(k’) 5e a homomorphism 
with der,se image. 

4.1. THEOREM. There exist 
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(i) -4 unique place 9: k -+ k’; let 4 be its wahuztion ring; 

(ii) A uniqzze structwe GA of a semi-simple group scheme over A on G; we 
hawe G,(A) = G(k) in this structure; 

(iii) A unique structure of an algebraic v(A)-group on G’; 

(iv) -4 unique central y(A)-isogeny /3 of algebraic q(A)-groups, /3: @‘GA = 
GA @, ~(-4) + GkCA, such that 

4 = Bb”o(k9) for g E W+ 

We shall obtain more information in 4.5. The present formulation can be 
derived in a somewhat more general form, although we can not globalize (to 
groups of other type) those more general results. We have chosen to prove them 
here because the proofs exhibit the assumptions we are actually using. Our 
argument is based on results of [18] about projective plane structure on the set of 
minimal centralizers in adjoint groups of type Al . We start with 

4.2. LEILI3Ll. In conditions of 4.1 assume that G is adjoint. Then G’ is of 
type A, . Morewm if char k’ f: 2 then G’ is also adjoint. 

Proof. This is [IS, 4.1(i), 4.2.21. 

4.3. Sow let k and k’ be infinite fields. Let G and G’ be respectively k- and 
k-forms of PGL(2). Let z: G(k) + G’(k) be a homomorphism with dense 
image. Assume that J satisfies the following condition: 

Hl. The kernel of u does not contain H(k) for any connected one- 
dimensional k-subgroup of G. 

This assumption on r obviousl\- follows from a stronger assumption on G(k): 

Hl bis. No normal subgroup of G(k) contains any H(k), Hone-dimensional 
connected k-subgroup of G. 

Our aim here is to prove 

4.3.1. THEOREM. Suppose that G is anisotropic and a satz>j&s HI. Then 
cowclusions of 4.1 holdfor 01, G(k), G’(k’). 

4.3.2. Remark. There is no actual loss of generality in assumption that G is 
anisotropic. Because in the isotropic case [G(k), G(k)] is simple, so the kernel 
can not be big. And it follow-s from [2] that A = k and v is a homomorphism in 
this case. 

4.3.3. Let G be a k-form of PGL(2). L e us recall some notations and results t 
of [18]. These and some other results of [ 181 are used without reference in 
4.3.3-4.3.12 below. d subgroup M = Z,(,)(h), h E G(k), is called a minimal 
cetztrali~er if M = (JmsAI Z&J(~). Every element of G(k) is contained in a 
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unique minimal centralizer. The set of minimal centralizers is denoted ,C(G(;Z)>. 
A subset L of S(G(k)) is an inv:oZutoriuZ line if 1 L 1 > 2 and there exists Jz E G(k): 
A’ = 1 such that hmh-l = m-1 for all m E M for an? ..I1 EL; in this case we 
write L = L(h). A subset L of S(G(K)) is called a parabolic &e if L 1 > 2 and 1= 
consists of all minimal centralizers contained in a normalizer of some minimri 
centralizer. X subset L is called a line if it is either a paraboiic or an involutoriei 
iice. It is proved in [18] that S(G(R)) with lines defined as above is the projectk 
plane P’(k). All lines are involutorial if G is anisotropic. In characteristic 2 rhere 
is a special line, called uaipotent. It is involutorial line corresponding KI in\-oiutio- 
1. Elemerts of all minimal centralizers of this line are ucipotent and of order 2. 

4.3.4. Let us begin our study with the foilowing trivia! observation: 

Remark. Let :lY be a wbgroup of G(k), x E G(k). 1: s ir;erts elements of 
31 then a(~) inverts elements of Z(N). In particular either Z(X) cectrakes a(M) 
and then -(MI) is of period 2, or ar(M) is not of period 2 and ther, r(x) does no: 
centralize X(M). 

4.3.5. LEMMA. Let T be a k-torus of G. Then z( T(k)) is ir$%te. 

Proof, Denote R = :VG&T(k)) - T(k). For every indtitotkl line L. of 

S(G(k)) Tassing through T(k) there exists x E R such that s arks as inversion cz 

every -Ii EL. Therefore either X(M) E L(ar(x)j or n(M) c ZG’(&+)) and 
ct(-l!fj is of period 2 in this latter case. Let Q’ be t:?e set of elements of order 2 in 
G’. Since ail lines are involutorial and since lines through T(k) cover all of G(& 
the above argument says that x(G(k)) C cER L(z(xjj LI Q’. SOW T(kj acrs 
simply transitively on R by multiplications or, the right. Therefore if 
x(T(k)) < x, then #{N(X) : x E R} < CO whence it follows that a(G(kj) :S 
contained in a union of a finite number cf proper c!osed subvarieties of G’, i.e. 
a(G(k)j is not dense, a contradiction. 

4.3.6. CORCLLAR\-. Let T be a k-torus of G. If char k’ 2 2 tken x(T(k)) is SO: 
of period 2. 

Proof. The group G’, being a form of PGL(2), contains in5nite subgroaps cf 
period 2 only if char k’ = 2. 

4.57. T,EMMA. If I;is a unipotent k-subgroup ofG (inpa~&~lar, if char k = 2) 
then a( L:(k)) is infhite. 

Proof (the same as in 4.3.5). Every line L of .S(G(kj) through L’(k) is invok- 
torial and has the form L = L(u), u E L’(k). Let R’ be the set of noniden:lt>- 
elements of a(LT(k)j and kt Q’ be the set of elements of order 2 in G’. Then 

GW) C Ut.at- L(C) u Q’. So if R’ is finite then a(G(k)) is net dense. 
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4.3.8. COROLLARY. If char k = 2 then char k’ = 2. 

Proof. Let c’ be a unipotent k-subgroup of G. Then a( U(k)) is an infinite 
subgroup of G’ of period 2. It is possible only if char k’ = 2. 

4.3.9. COROLLARY. For any minimal centralixer M in G(k) there e.&s a 
unique minimal ceatralixer in G’(K) containiq CX(M). 

Proof. If ar(.M) is not of period 2 take h E a(M) such that 11’ + 1. Then 
M’ = Zo*(,n)(h) is a minimal centralizer and M’1 ar(M). If char k’ + 2 then 
char k $I 2 (by 4.3.8) and by 4.3.5 every LX(M) is not of period 2. So assume 
that char k’ = 2 and ~(31) is of period 2. Then M’ = Z,,&h) is a minimal 
centralizer for every h E cY(M), h + 1, and a(M) C M’. 

4.3.10. PROPOSITIOK. For a minimal centralixer M of G(k) let 5(M) be the 
unique minimal centralixer of G’(k’) containing or(M). Then 5: S(G(k)) + S(G’(k’)) 
is a homomorphism of projectice spaces (cf. Appendix 1). 

Proof. We have to show that the image of a line is contained in a line. Since G 
is anisotropic all lines are involutotial. Let x E G(k), 9 = 1, x f 1, and let 
L(X) be the corresponding involutorial line. If a(x) = 1 then a(M) is of period 2 
for all A4 E L(X). Therefore char k’ = 2 and ar(L(x)) is contained in the unipotent 
line L(1) of S(G’(k’)). Next assume that U.(X) # 1. Then L’ = L(+)) contains 
all a(M), X E L( ) x , such that a(M) is not of period 2 or a(M) C .%&J)((Y(x)) 
(when char k’ = 2), when a(M) C L(cY(x)) for all A4 E L(x). It remains to consider 
the case when char k = 2 and the line in question is the unipotent line. In this 
case our assertion follows from 4.3.7, 4.3.8. 

4.3.11. The above proposition enables us to apply the results of Appendix 1. 
Let p, A, 1, M, V, V’, p, p be the same as there. We iii G to the group SO(F, V) 
of special orthogonal transformations of V (recall, that SO(F, V) is mapped 
isomorphically to G) with respect to a non-degenerate quadratic form F on V. 
We choose F (as we may by multiplying by elements of k) so that F would be 
integral with respect to M and so that F + 0 mod I. 

LEMMA. SO(F, M) is a semi-simple group scheme 04;er A such that (i) 
SO(F, M)(,4) = SO(F, Y)(k), (“) u OL is the composition of v” and of the &morphism 
of ‘(PGL(3),) to PGL(3)n. induced by p. 

Proof. Let g E SO(F, V)(k). Since the action of G commutes with the map 6, 
g must map M into some a(g) * M, a(g) E k (according to 7.3.7). Since SO(F, V) 
is unimodular we have a(g) = 1 for all g E SO(F, V)(k), whence SO(F, V)(k) 
preserves M. Evidently, it also preserves F. 

Consider now the situation over k’. The map Q agrees with 6 in the sense that 
for g E: G(k) and x E P*(k) = S(G(k)) we have a(g) S(X) = %(g.r). We know the 
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structure of E from Appendix 1, 5 = ,!? c PO. Tt f0iloW-a rhat the image of 
SO(F, V)(K) is obtained by applying q8 and then group isomorphism of t-w0 
PGL(3)k*. So\y the image of SO(F, V)(k) under 9;O preserves y?(F). On the other 
hand G’ is irreducible if char K’ $1 2 and has only one fixed point in P$ if 
char k’ = 2. Since the image of G(k) in G’ is dense the same hokis for a(G(K)). 
If char R’ + 2 and the form p?O(F) were degenerate then @(G(kjj would fix some 
subspace of P’(F), which is impossible. So if char k’ f 2 then q?(F) is non- 
degenerare. Suppose that char K’ = 2. Since al! derived grcups of G’(R’> are 
non-trivia! and since a(G(k)) . d IS ense in G’ the same hoids for a.(G(k)), whence 
@(G(K)) can not be solvable. Since F E+ 0 mod I i.e., $(F) + 0, we can only ha-,-e 
that defect of@(F) is 1. 

Since q+‘(F) is non-degenerate if char K’ + 2 and $(I?) is of defect 1 if 
char k’ = 2, the group scheme SO(F, Xj is indeed semi-simple (its fibers are 
smooth and the special fiber is semi-simple by the above argument; hence al1 
fibers are semi-simple since the property of being se-n&simpie is open, cf. [5]: 
9. 8, p. i2ij or ([5], SIX, Cor. 2.6). This proves our lemma. 

4.3.12. Let us conclude the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Xctnally, \+-hat is ieft. 
namely parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4.1 are easy coro!‘;aries of Theorem 7.4 of 
-\ppendix !. Since it follows from 7.4 that a(G(k)j is contained in PGL(3,6;(dj:, 
its closure is defined over p(A), i.e. G’ is defined oxer ~,(-~ j .  Xc-x $ is defined ox-er 
~(Aj and the isomorphism /3: “PGL(3), + PGL(3),(,! induced by ,g is aLo 
defmed over ~(-4) w-hence our last assertion. 

4.4. Let us now consider the case when G is simolv connected. We i_mpose 
additionai (extremely strong, cf. 4.4.4 belou-) condition-on k and G. 

Let k be an infinite field, G an anisotropic k-form of Z(2): G :he adjoint 
group of G. Our condition is 

H2. The natural map G(h) + G(k) is surjective. 

44.1. THEOEM. Let k’ be another infinite Jield, let G’ be aa absolutely almxxt 
simple k’-grorrp of type di . Let 2: G(k) -+ G’(Z) be a homomorphism with dense 
image. Su@ose that JL satisJies HI and G satis$es H2. Then t&e cotzch&xs (ij 
through (iv) of Theorem 4.1 hold and in additioIo eL’e hate 

(v) the-re exists a unique map p: G(K) + C(G’(k’)) such that 

4g> = I-1(g) . B(~“kN for a E W- 

As before proof will be given in several steps. 

4.42. LF.IMA. Theorem 4.4.1 holds zjc G’ is adjo&. 

Evoof. Since G’ is adjoint we ha\-e C(G’(R’j) = i, whence C(G(K)) = 
{=I: C Ker 1. Therefore a can be factored through the map G(k) + O(k). Br 
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H2 this map is onto and therefore 4.3.1 is applicable. It provides G((K) with the 
structure of a group scheme over A. This structure lifts to G (use -4ppendix 2, 
for example). Clearly the canonical map G -+ G commutes v&h ~0. Therefore 
we get that cz can be factored as v” times a central p(A)-isogeny as required. Note 
that p has to be trivial in this case as C(G) = 1. 

4.4.3. LEMXIX. Theorem 4.4.1 holds ;f G’ is a form of SL(2). 

Proof. Let G’ be the adjoint group of G and let K’: G’ + G’ be the canonical 
projection. Then 4.4.2 applies to 01’ = K’ 0 (Y. Let F be the central v(A)-isogeny 
/I’: vGA + G, guaranteed by 4.4.2. Then we can construct (using, for example, 
8.7 of Appendix 2) the v(A)-isomorphism j3: eGA + G’ such that p = K’ 3 /?. 

Let us now compare p 0 4;O and (Y. Since /z? c p” and K’ 0 a: coincide we get 

[(P 0 p”kW .4g) E WV’)). Denote dg) = W c v”kW . c&9 Then 
p: G(k) + C(G’(k’)) and we are done. 

4.4.4. Sow let us show that the condition H2 is very strong. We use notations 
of [IE]. 

LE~IA. Let H2 be sattijied for G, a form of SL(2), and let D be the corre- 
spending quaternion division algebra over k. Then 

(i) D is spZit by K = K((-l)ls) (in particdar, -1 is not a square in k); 

(ii) D is determined &y -1 E k*/:VK&*) (i.e., D = D-J 

Proof. Let R be any quadratic separable splitting field of D and let D be 
determined by a E k*/.+,,(a*). Let T be the maximal torus of G corresponding 
to K. Since K: G(K) -+ G(K) is surjective and since IY~~~)(K(T)) # (K(T))(K), it 
follows that Jr,& T(k)) f T(k). Therefore -a E .A-*&*) (cf. [18], 5.2.2). 
Thus we can replace a by - 1 = a . (-a)” E a * .XQ~(~*), i.e., we can assume 
thata =-l.ThenK= K((- l)l/*) splits D and applying the above argument to 
a = K we obtain that D = Dml. 

4.4.5. COROLLARY. Zero is not a sum of four squares in k. 

Proof. The norm form of D does not represent zero since D is division and it 
is a sum of four squares. 

4.4.6. Remark. We can restate 4.4.4 saving that D has to be Hamiltonian 
(i.e., split by K = k((- l)l/‘) and determined by - 1 E k*/:T,,(K*)). 

4.5. Let us now apply the above discussion to the case at hand, i.e., to the 
fields satisfying Rl, R2. 

4.5.1. LEXM~. The conditions Hl bis and H2 are satis$ed. 
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Proof. Suppose that M is a proper normal subgroup of G(k), containing H(k) 
where H is a one-dimensional connected k-subgroup. Then by 2.1, M contains 
al: of G(k), a contradiction. sow H2 follows from 2.4. 

4.5.2. PROPOSITIOS. Suppose that G’ is anjoint. The:; G’ 3 an anisotrop2 
p(--l)-grotip md the corresponding quaternion division algebra 0’ is Hamiltosiian. 

Proof. Le: 5:: S(G(k)) --+ S(G’(+!))) be the homomorohism of prcje.ctire 
planes induced by a. Then the image of S(G(k)) under 2 is a-projective subplane 
of S(G’(?(_-I))). So the image is P’(k”). But we know that p(d) = k”. So 
Z(S(G(k))) = S(G’(&4))). But G(k) acts trans irirely 311 S(G(k)) (by 2.1) 
Therefore G’(9+4)) acts transitilyely on S(G’(v(9))). Therefore all connected 
one-dimensional #)-subgroups of G’ are tori, whence G’ is anisotropic over 
9;(A). Moreover ah #)-tori of G’ are conjugate in G’(+j), for every c;(d)- 
subtorus T’ of G’ we have :Y~*G(~)J( T’(&I))) & T’(v(9)), and 

[G’(v(-4)), G’(&aI = G’(&4)). 

It fcl!ows from the last equality that two former properties hold aiso for simp!y 
connected cover of G’. Kow 4.4.4 implies the Iast statement of 4.5.2. 

4.5.3. c'0~0LL.\Ry. char R’ = 0. 

45.4. LEXXI. Theorem 4.1 holds. 

Prooj’. First M-e remark that p = 1 in 4.4. I because of 2.5(i). Second we have 
to sett!e the case when G is adjoint and G’ is simply connected, but this case 
cannot happen because of 4.2 and 4.5.3. 

4.6. Le: us now obtain a description of the structure of the group scheme 31-e: 
d on G in terms described in Appendix 2. 

PROPOSITIOX. T?ze semi-simple group scheme GA is giber. by data of Corollary 8.3 
where A, = d:(-l)‘~“j. 

Proof. Let T be an arbitrary d-subtorus of Gn (all of them are conjugate). 
Then T is split by -g((- 1)‘;‘) which is cleariy unramified and quadratic. Let 
l?i = MI z -IIs be the decomposition of the lattice M under action of T WC? 
TMi = Xi , T Mz = Id. Then our quadratic formF(cf. 4.3.11) takes the form 

F = .y;‘1’ - x2* - axa2 (with a ~-4% since F is non-degenerate mod~lo I). 
Consider the maximal subtorus Tl of GA, corresponding to the splitting 
X = Ae, 3 (rZe, - Se,). Since Tl is also split by ,4((-l:)‘;‘) we see that the 
restriction ofF to rle, 1 Be, is of the form b(xz2 - ~a”) with b E B*. Therefore 
a = 1, I.e., F = rr* + x22 + xsz. This means that 60,0 = --I (in notations cf 
Theorem E.8 of Appendix 2). 
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5. HOMOMORPHISMS OF ADMISSIBLE GROUPS: COUWDEXCE OF TYPES 

5.1. THEOREM. Let k be a jield satisfying Rl, R2 and let G be an admissible 
absolutely almost simple simply connected group over k. Let k’ be an in$nite jield 
and let G’ be an absolutely almost simple k’-group. Let 3: G(k) + G’(k’) be a 
homomorphism with dense image. Then 

(i) char k’ = 0, 

(ii) for an admissible torus T of G the closure T’ of a( T(k)) in G’ is a maximal 
subtorus of G’, 

(iii) there exists an isomorphism 8: Z(G, T) + Z(G’, T’) such that for any 
d E Z(G, T) the cZosure of ry(G(d)(k)) is G’(d(d)). 

The proof will be given in several steps. In this proof the main difficulty we 
want to overcome is to prove (ii). Xote that if k were real closed then all maximal 
k-tori of G would be conjugate over k and 5.1(4 m-ould follow from the density 
of the ol(G(k)) in G and from the openness of the set of regular elements’in G’. 

Let us introduce some notation. Let T be an admissible torus in G, 
22 = X(G, T). F or a s ,Z we set T(a) = T n G(a), T, = {t E T I a(t) = I}. Let 
M’, Mu, M’(a) be the closures of ol(T(k)), ar(T,(k)), or(T(a)(k)) in G’. Since T(k) 
is commutati\-e, 32’ also is commutative. Therefore M’ contains a unique 
maximal torus, say T’. Then T,’ = $1; n T’, T’(a) = M’(a) n T’ are unique 
maximal subtori in Mi and M’(a) respectively. Let G’(a) be the closure of 
or(G(k)) in G’ and set E’ = Z(G’, T’), Z’(a) = Z(Z,n(T,‘), T’), Z’(a) = Z,$!“) n 
G’(Z(a)). 

5.2. LEMNA. (i) G’(a) is connected and has no commutative quotients, 

(ii) G’(Z”(a)) is now.naZized b?, .&(T’). In particukar, G’(Z’(a)) . Z&T’) 
is a group, 

(iii) G’(X’(a)) . Z&T’) contains G’(a), 

(il.) if a, b E Z are of the same length then G’(a) and G’(b) (resp., G’(X’(a)) 
and G’(Z’(b))) are conjugate in G’. 

Proof. Suppose that G’(a) is not connected. Then G’(a)Ois of finite index in 
G’(a). Since ol(G(a)(k)) is dense in G’(a) we have 

G’(a)/G’(a)O N G(a)(k)/~-l(~(G(a)(k)) n G’(a)O). 

But G(a)(k) has no finite quotients by 2.5(ii). Therefore G’(a) = G’(a)O. The fact 
that G’(a) has no commutative quotients follows from 2.5(i) in the same way as 
above. 

Clearly G’@‘(a)) is normalized by T’ and by definition G’(Z’(a)) is generated 
by non-trivial root subgroups) we see that G’(Z’(a)) is a product of some semi- 
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simple components of the semi-simple groups [&( T,‘), Zo,(Tij]. Our statement 
(ii) foliows from the fact [Z&T,‘), &(Ti)] I [Z&T’j, Z,-(T’)j, so that any 
semi-simple component of Z,.( T’) is contained in some semi-simple component 
of z&f;>. 

Xow (iiij is clear because G(a) = Z,(T,) and therefore G’(aj c Z&-i&j Z 
Z&Tj). Since G’(a) does not have cornmutative quotients it follows G’(tij is 
contained in some semi-simple components of Z,,( Ti). -111 such components 2~ 

contained in G’(Z’(a)) . Z,( T’). 
Fina!ly, (iv) fol!ows from 3.2 and from transitkitr of the Wev! group of Z on 

tlx set of roots of the same length. 

(ii) char K’ = 0 (in purticulur, 5.1(i) hoids). 

Proof. Let H’ be an (absolutely almost) simple component of G’(a)/ R,( G’(a)). 
Then the composition of z with the natural projection -maps G(u)(Kj to H’ with 
dense image. We apply to this homomorphism Theorem 4.1 2nd Corollary 4.5.3 
and obtain our statement. Xote that the fact that G’(aj/R,,(G’(cjj is semi-simzie 
follows from 5.2(i). 

5.3.1. Remurk. Sate that 5.3(i) follows essentiaily from [18], 4.:(i) (because 
of the condition HZ). Since 5.3 above is the only reference to the Section 4 in 
this Section, we use here essentially only part (ij of Theorem 4.1. The Frecise 
statement of 4.1 will be used in the neat Section. 

5.4. LEMYA. The numbers r(a) do not depend on a E .Z. Their common oube 
is denoted r. 

Proof. By 5.2(iv) r(u) = r(bj if a and b have the same length. On the other 
hand since T(K) is the direct product of T(uj(iz), u~b, (by 3.7.1: me have 
dim T’ = ,Z& r(a). Let 2 be the subsystem of long roots in 5: and let d be 
its system of simpie roots. Then G(Z) is also simply connected and therefore 
T(R) is the direct product of T(d)(K), d E d”. Thus dim T’ = .ZdEz r(d). Since 
r(b) depends only on length of b, it follows from ZGEd r(O) = ZdEi7(dj that 
r(u) = r(d) for any pair a, d E ,?I’, as asserted. 

5.5. LBM~LI. X’(a) n Z’(b) = IZ’ for a, b E 2, a + &b. 

Proof. Suppose R = Z’(u) n Z’(b) # B for some a, ir E 2, a f ib. Theo 
T,‘. 2”; are contained in Tk = {t E T’ 1 r(t) = 0 for al! r E R}. Since R # 0 we have 

Ti f T’. Therefore T,’ - Ti # T’. But T. * Tb = T whence T(h)/T,(K) . T,(k) 
is periodic of bounded period. Therefore a( T(k))$(T,(K)) ’ a( Tb(hjj is periociic. 
which is impossib!e if dim T’/T,’ . Ti > 1. This proves our ciaim. 
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5.6. PROPOSITIOK. (i) 2’ = UaEzZ’ Z’(a) 

(ii) RJG(d)) = 1 
(iii) T’ is a maximal torus of G’. 

Proof. Choose and fix in G’ two opposite parabolic subgroups PT and P- 
whose Levi component is Z&( T’). Let U= be their unipotent radicals. For every 
do Z, set U=(d) = G n G’@?‘(d)), P-‘(d) = P= n G’(X’(d)). Since T’ nor- 
malizes G’(Z’(d)) we have that P*(d) are parabolic subgroups of G&Z’(d)) and 
U+(d) = R,(P+(d)). Set S(d) = G’(l?(d))/P~(d). JYe have S(d) = G’(B’(d)) . 
.Z,( T’);P+(d) . &( T’) ( recall that Z&T’) normalizes both G’@‘(d)) and 
P+(d)). The canonical map p(d): G&E’(d)) . Z&T’) + S(d) is a locally trivial 
fibration. Let c-(d) be a local section of this fibration over p(d)(G’(d)). The set 
V(d) = Z&T’) . U-(d) C(d) contains an open subset of G’@‘(d)) and the set 
r(d) = Z&T’) U+(d) . C-(d) contains an open subset of G’(d). Set now 
p’(d) = dim c+(d), q(d) = dim c+(d), 4 = dim &( T’). Because of 5.2(iv) the 
numbers P(d) and p(d) depend only on the length of d. Set & = g(d), q8 = q(d) 
for d short, and PI = g(d), q1 = q(d) for d long. Let m, (resp., ml) be the number 
of short (resp., long) roots in 2”. 

Xow let A be a system of simple roots in X and let ws = so1 *mm saM , a, E A, be 
a reduced expression for r~, . By 3.7 we have G(k) = G(uJ(K) *.* G(a,)(h). 
Therefore (w(G(K)) is contained in G’(q) *.a G’(G). Since a(G(h)) is dense in G 
it follows that G’(a,) ..a G’(a,) must contain an open subset of G’. Using 5.2(iii) 
and the above discussion we see that the sets V = V(a=J ..* V(a,) and p = 
Wl) **- w&n-1) %I) must contain open subsets of G’. Since ZJT’) nor- 
malizes L/‘=(d) 13-e can write V = &(T’) U+(a,) U-(aJ ... Lr+(am ) Li-(a,) 
P = Z,e( T’) i?-(U-J iIF m-0 Lr~(u,,) L;-(u,~-~) C-(a,) iF(u,). We have 
dim V < q + 2 U,“=, q(4, dim V < q f 2 ULll q(ai) + q(4 i !&GJ. 

To continue our argument we need a Lemma. 

5.6.1. LEMMA. Let w = s,~ .** s, be a reduced expression for w E W. Set 
2, = {a E Z” 1 wq c -Z+}. Let ps (r&p., pJ be the number of short (resp., Zong) 
roots among a, ,..., a, . Thenp, (resp., p,) is the number of short (resp., long) roots in 
n 

Proof. It follows from [4], Ch. VI, no. 1.6, Proposition 17. Namely, let L be 
the shortest line joining two points in general position of chambers C and WC. 
Then it intersects walls corresponding to bl ,..., b, where ,I& = (b, ,..., 6,). Now 
apply Proposition 17(ii), lot. cit. 

5.6.2. Proof of 5.6 continued. By 5.6.1 applied to us we have dim V < q T 
2rn&* + 2m,q, . Since by 5.5 we have Z’(u) n Z’(b) = z unless a = &b, it 
follows that dim G’ > q + 2 U aEx+ q(a) = q + 2m,q, + 2mlq, and inequality is 
strict unless 2” = ZaaEz-’ Z’(u). Since dim V = dim G’ it follows that we have 
equality and therefore 5.6(i) holds. 
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Since dim F = dii V it follows now that q(u,,) = q(am). Since any root d E Li 
can be chosen as a,,, in an appropriate reduced expression for rcc -.ve have q(d) = 
q(d) for all d E E. Tllis means that p(d)(G’(d)) contains an open subset of S(d). 
Sime p(d)(G’(d)) is evidently closed, we ha\-e ?(d)(G’(d)) = S(d). Therefore 
G’(d) acts transitively on the complete variety S(d). Consider non- the action of 
R,(G’(d)) on S(d). Denote by X the set of fixed points of R,(G’(djj. Since 
R,(G’(d)) is solvable and connected it follows that X + Z. But cIearl~-, G’(d) 
maps X into itself. Therefore X = S(d), i.e., R,(G’(d)) acts trivially on S(d). 
It follo:ss that R,(G’(d)) centraliies G’@‘(d)). Since G’(d) E Z,.(Y) . G’(F(d) 
(lip 5.2(iiij) it foilows that R,(G’(d)) is contained in semi-simple com?orects 
of Z,,(T'j which conunute \vith G’(Z’(d)). But then R,,(G’(d)) @ [G:(dj, G’(d)]. 
‘Therefore 5.2(i) implies that R,(G’(d)) = 1. 

Kow it follows from 5.3(i) that T’ * W(d) I;‘-(d) is open in T’ * G’@‘(d)) = 
G’(d) * T’. Therefore v = T’Li-(a,) i?(q) ..* !?(a,) t”(a,> whence dim T’ = 
dim ZG,(T’j, i.e., T’ is a maximal torus of G’. This concludes the proof of 5.6. 

5.7. L~IMA. Let Zl , Z* be IWO proper root subsystems in L: 

(i j The closure G’(&) of z(G(&)(k)) in G’ U a $roper mbgroicp of G’; 

(ii) G’(E,) = G’(&) $ and only ;f Zl = Zz . 

Proof. Let A, be a system of simple roots in .& and let r~,~ be the longest 
eiement in the Weyl group of ri . Write WO,< = SC1 I ~-0 San,,; ( , a, E A, . Then 
G(ZJ(kj = G(Q&%) mm* G(u,(,J,~)@). Therefore a(~(&)(kj)‘is contained and 
dense in G’(Q) ... G’(u,(~,~). Since the latter product is closed it foilovvs that it 
is a group, whence our both assertions. 

5.8. Ls;\iMA. r = i (i.e., 1 S’(d); = 2fw &d E Z). 

Frmf. By 5.6, 5.3(i), 5.4 .E’ is a disjoint union of i E’- : subsystems of q>e 
AZ x **. x A, (r times). Let h and h’ be Coxeter numbers of 2 and E’. Then 
181 =n?h,~C’~=rmh’.Since~Z’, = IZ1_I.jAiX...x91i=ffz~~e 
ha\-e mrl’r = r&i whence 12 = h’. 

Now for every connected zwe tind all 2 such that A = h’, rank Z;’ = r . rsn& .JY. 
We can assume that r > 2. If X is of type A, then h = m 2 I and no system 
of rank > rrz has the same h. If .E is of type B, , c, ) 112 > 2, a-id D*-x ) m > 3; 
then h = 2nt and the only root system of greater rzrk with the same h is Air,+ . 
But then (rank ,E’)i(rank 2) $2. Th e same applies to the cases Ee (resp., E,); 
then R = 12 (resp., A = 18) and B’ can be of type A,, B,, C’s, O4 (resp., 
A,, , B, , C, , 40) and (rank L’j/(d 2’) $2 in all cases. If B is of tvpe E, then 
A = 30 and 2’ is of type A,, , B15 , Cl, , D,, . Here only for D16 -+ve ha\-e 
(rank Z'j/(rank 2Yj E Z. In this case take a subsystem of type E, in E. Then the 
previous argument together with Lemma 5.7 show that the group G’(&) Is an 
aimost direct product of tm-o subgroups of type Er . But this is impossilnle. 
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If .?Y is of type F4 then k = 12 and .I? if of type As, B, , C’s, D, and none of 
them will do. If B is of type Gs then h = 6 and x’ is of type A5 , B, , C, , D4 . 
Of those only D4 has proper rank. But if we take for ,X1 the subsystem of type A, 
in B then the previous argument together with Lemma 5.7 imply that D, 
contains a subgroup of type A, x A, . But this is false. 

5.9. LEXJ~~. Set { +d’} = .Z(G’(d), T’), d’ E Z:‘. Then d is a loq root ;f and 
only if d’ is a long root. 

Proof. It is sufficient to consider rank 2 case, i.e. the case when B is of type 
A, , B2 , G, . By Lemma 5.8 we have i ,?Y = 1 X’ I, rank Z = rank x’ whence X 
is of the same type as X So our assertion is vacuously true if B is of type A, . 
If Z is of type B, , then d is long if and only if Zo(G(d)) is non-commutative 
(because char K f 2). It follows that Zo~&G’(d’)(k’)) is also non-commutative. 
Since char k’ # 2 this implies that d’ is long. 

If Z is of type Ga then let Zr be the subsystem of long roots. The groups 
G(a), a E Zr , generate a subgroup of type A, . It follows from 5.7 that G’(Z,) is a 
proper subgroup of G’. Since char K’ f 3 this subgroup pust be the subgroup 
of type A,, corresponding to long roots in X’, whence our assertion. 

5.10. COROLLARY. 8' is of the same type as 2: 

Proof. We know that 1 .Z 1 = : .Z’ I, rank .Z = rank x’, and, finally, Z and X’ 
have the same number of long roots. This implies our claim. 

5.11. Let PZ = Z/{&l}, PZ = Z’/{&l} be projectivizations of .Zand x’. The 
map {&d}+ {&d’} where {fd’} = Z(G’(d), T’), is a map r*: P2Y-t PZ’. 
Because of 5.7, we know that for any subsystem Zr of rank i in ,Z we have 
z*(PY,) = P,& where ,Zi a subsystem of the same type as Z1 (by 5.10). Moreover, 
if z is a subsystem of Z and 2 is a subsystem of 2 then for any a E z we have 
or*(PIT(Pa, Pz, Ps)) = PII’(orv(Pa), a*(Pz), z*(Pz)). Here 17(a, z, 2) is 
defined as follows. First we construct H, = Zo&&,(G(a))) then we take for 
l7(Pa, Pz, Pz) the set of d E Z(H, , T) such that d has the same length as 
a itself. The set 17(Pa, Pz, Pz) can be defined in abstract group terms because 
Ha(k) = zo(~e)(zG(E)(,p)(G(a)(k>)). 

Let us recall that a subsystem Zr C Z is called saturated if QZr n Z = Z1 . We 
are going to prove the following 

5.11 .l. PROPOSITION. Let KY*: PZ + PZ’ be a map which satisJies the following 
properties 

(i) If 2& is a saturated subsystem of X then a”(PZI) = PZ; zchere Zi is an 
isomorphic saturated subsystem of 2’; 

(ii) If d E X and a*({ fd}) = {Ad’} then d and d’ are simultaneously long or 
short; 
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(iii) If z is a saturated subsystem of Z and 2 is a proper saturated subsystem 
of .E of muximal rank then for any a E .E - ,E zce hate z*(P-U(Pa, PZS PZ)) = 
Pm(ol*(Pa), ,*(PZ), &(PS)). 

Then there exists an isomorphii d: Z+ 2’ such that z”((+a>) = &Z(a) 
for any G E z. JIoreover, d is determined uniquely up to sign. 

The proof uses case considerations and will be given in a number of steps. 
We use numeration of roots given in Tables of [4]. For d E .Z and i’ E Z’ w-e set 
a = (+dj, EI’ = (&a}. 

5.i I .2. LEMMA. Proposition 5.11 .l holdsfor rgct systemr 0,’ :a~& 2. 

Preqf. If Z is of type ,4, ,then any bijection PZ-+ PZ’ is induced by en 

isomorphism Z -+ .Z” which is unique up to sign (because the 1YeyI group 3s the 
s:;mmetric group on 3 letters and i PC = 3). If .Z is of type B, rhen 

By changing a choice of simple root system we can assume that a*(~~) = 5; _ 

LY”(~ f 2a,) = a;+ . Sow we have OL*&) = Z; or z”(z*) = a; -L G; . 
These two cases are permuted by the reflection in a, (&ich does not affect our 
previous choices. So we can assume that CX*($) = %i , i.e., Z* is induced by d 
given b>- Z(ai) = ai . 

If Z is of type Gs then the sybspstem Z1 of long roots is of type A, and therefore 
the restriction of 35 to P.& is induced by an iso=phism d: Z1 -+ 2; . For 
d E Zr we have (b? condition 5.11 .l (iii)) a*(&) = %(djL where d- is the positive 
root orthogonal to d (orders on 2 and 2 are assumed to be respected by 2). 
So setting %(d-) = Z(d)+ we obtain a desired isomcrphism. 

5.11.3. Let us proceed by induction. First we identify 6 and 2’ so tha: 
Q”: PZ -+ PZ Xext we assume that Proposition 5.11.1 holds for any proper 
saturated subsystem and apply this assumption to a speciallx chosen connected 
saturated sybsystem 2 of maximal rank (the description of Z is explicitly given 
Selov-). Then we can assume that 3%: P.Z + P.l? {applying if necessary an auto- 
morphism of .Zj and because of our induction assumptions we can assume that 
rhere exists 9: z + 2 such that x*(n) = Z(a) for a E A. e Then v-e can assume that 
6: f -+ 2 is the identity map. 

Let d be a subsystem of simple roots in ,Z such that d = f n d is a stib- 
system of simple roots in 2. Since .Z” is of maxi-ma1 rank m-e has-e A - d -= i . 
Let G E L? - 6. Since 5 = id on % we see that condition 5.1 l(iii) becomes 
z”(a) E PIT(Pu, P, Pz). Then (with our choice of 2) it turns out that in ali cases 
but F; we have , Pll(Pa, PZ, P.l?)i = i or 2. If PIT(Pu, P.Z, Px)’ = 1 then it 
means that a”(a) = a and setting S(G) = a we get the required map. Zf 

l’lf(P~, PZ, Ps) = 2 then s*(n) = & or 6, where 6 is ancther element of 
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PlI(Pu, PZ, PL?). If a”(n) = a we set Z(u) = a and we are done. If a*(a) = 6 
then it turns out (it is checked explicitly-) that there exists an element w of the 
Weyl group of Z such that ~2 = 2, w = -id on 2, wz = 6. So we choose 5 by 
setting it to be --I on 2 and setting &(a) = wa. Then vve show that such 
definitions do in fact satisfy a*(d) = @) for all d E Z: 

Let us now make the necessary verifications. We take a system of simple roots 
A in ,Z and take for 11 an extremal weight ai of the Dynkm diagram (the number 
in the numeration of Tables of [4] will be specified below). Then we set 
a=A-a,z=QifnZW e write n(u) for PIl(Pa, PZ, Pz) and describe 
n(a) by writing down positiv*e roots b such that 6 E n(a). 

If B is of type -4,-, , take a = a, , then I;r(a) = {a}. If 2 is of type B,, , 
take a = a,, then n(a) = {a, 6}, b = a, $2 & ai . If Z is of type C,,, , 
take a = a,, then n(a) = {a}. If .Z is of type DmTl , take a = a, then n(a) = 
{ii, b}), b = a, + 2 Cylil ai J- a, - amrl . If Z is of type EB , E7, Es, take 
a = a, , a,, a, respectively, then n(a) = {a}. 

We recall that the case F4 will be dealt with later. Let us now show that the 
above constructions do indeed give us the required $ (i.e., that a*(d) = Z(d) 
for all d E Z). This follows from our result for rank 2 case (cf. 5.11.2) and the 
following Lemma (which we apply with Zr = (Qu + Qc) n B where c is the 
unique neighbour of a in the Dynkin diagram of Z). 

5.11.4. Let Z be a root system, let A be its subsystem of simple roots. Let 
Z+ be the corresponding system of positive roots. For any subsystem ,?? such 
that z = -z we put z- = z n .X7 and we denote by A(E) the system of 
simple roots in 2 which corresponds to z+. We take AC A with ! A L-d” 1 = 1 
and such that d is connected and we set 2 = Qd n .Z. Let A, CA, ! A, I = 2, 
I A, n d” I = 1, Zr = QA, n X Assume that A, is connected. 

LEMMA. There exist connected saturated subsystems .& ,..., Z,,, of rank 2 in .?Y 
such that 

(a) for i > 1, 

for i>l, 

(4 

Proof. Suppose that we have already constructed .Ea ,..., .& such that 
(lJj<g Zj) U SE f Z: L et a be the smallest root in Z+ - [(uje Zj-) U P] then 
there exist br E A and b3 E Z- such that b, + b, = a. Therefore b, < a, whence 
bs E (uj& &+) U z-. The same inclusion holds for bl since bl E A C El+ U a. 
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Se: zq+, = (Qbl - Qbe) n 2. Then, by construction, ZQ+, satisf!es (a) and (b), 
as required. 

5.11.5. Let us conclude the proof of 5.11.1 by 

LEnL4. Proposition 5.11.1 holds for type FJ , 

Eoof. Let ,Z be a system of type F=, , 3”: PZ -+ PL a map of 5.1 I. 1. Let 
Z1 be the subsystem of long roots. We have CS*(PQ = PZi and since Z; is of 
type DC there exists 4: Zr + L; such that &“(a> = c?,(cz) for a E .Zr . We can 
assume that Z1 = id. Then for d E Z - Z; we have Pl7(Pd, .Z, 2) = {E! 
whence it follows that setting cii(d) = d we get a desired map. Its nnicity follows 
from unicitv of 5, . 

6. HOXOUORPHISIIS OF ADMISSIBLE GROUPS: PROOF OF THE X41x THEORRM 

In this section we conclude the proof of the Main Theorem, stated in the 
Introduction. Actually-, what is left of the proof is completely formal and straight- 
forward. We continue to use notation of the preceding section. 

6.1. For every d E Z let p(d), A(d), I(d), p(d) be the data obtained from the 
homomorphism Q: G(d)(K) + G’(d(d))(k’) = G’(H)(P) as described in Theorem 
4.1. 

LEMMA. p(d) does not depend 012 d E Z. 

ProOf. Clearly, d depends only on length of d (because roots of the same 
length are permuted by the Weyl group of Z and because of 3.2). Let f be the 
subsystem of long roots of 2. Since the rank of 2 is the same as the rank of 
Z, the above together with 3.7.1 shows that we have a map d: T(K) + “T(k’j 
w-here v = v(d) for d E 2. 

In the basis e, , ea , e, constructed in the proof of 4.6 (the underlying quadratic 
form is j”l* + x** + xa* in this basis) the elements from T(d)(k), d E 2, have the 
form (-z tj with a2 + b* = 1, a, B E k. And the action of v(d) is given in this 
basis by &z 8) = (-z,‘(“bi z$). Let @ b e an extension of IJI to the quadrzric 
extension K of K; CD is unique since the integral closure a( - i’:aj of A in k’ is 
unramified over A. We can write O(CZ A (-l)iG) = ~(a) L (-1j1!*~(3j 
whence we see that p(d) acts on T(d)(h) as @ on Ki = Ker(:VK k: k-” + R”). 
Since T(k) is the direct product of T(d), where d runs over a subsystem of simple 
roots in 2, the same is true for T(K). That is, @ acts on T(K) as the restriction of @ 
from T(IQ. 

Let now d be a short root. Then in the same way as above we find that v(d) 
acts on T(d)(k) as the restriction of its extension D(d) to k: To continue our 
argument x;i-e need the following 
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6.1.1. LE~IA. Let @I , Q2 be two places of K which coincide on K1 = 
Ker(:VT,;,: K* + k*). Then thg coincide. 

Proof. The valuation rings of @r and @z both contain Q. Therefore @r and 
@z are trivial on Q and, in particular, they coincide on Q. Therefore they 
coincide on Q(( - l)l;*) too. Xextvve have Di(a - (- l)l/%b) = vi(a) + (- l)llavi(b) 
M-here vi is the restriction of aii to k. Xow $((a + (- l)l:*b) + (a - (- 1)r:eb)) = 
@a((a -r (-1)1i2b) f (a - (-l)l/“b)) = n(2a) = p,(2a). Since Qi coincide on 
Q((- I)-) . f 11 It o ovrs that q.+(a) = q,(a), q+(b) = w(b) whenever aB + bz = 1. 
Now w-e look at our construction of ‘p from a projective plane. We recall that 
because of 1.2(iii) T(d)(k) acts transitively on the set of lines through T(d)(k), 
which means that K1 acts transitively on PI(K). This action is given by 
s + (ax - b)/( -bx j a) where x E k C Pi(K) = K u oo. Because of transitivity 
we have: K u cc = {(a - b)/(-b J- a) 1 a, b E k, as -j- bB = 1) (we take x = 1). 
Because of the above remarks it follows that @( coincide on K. Since A(( - l)l~‘~) 
is unramified over A we have 4 = @a as claimed. 

6.1.2. Proof of 6.1 continued. Sow we again consider our short root d. We can 
assume that there exist two long roots d, , d, such that ZI = (Qd, + Qd,) n Z 
is a connected rank 2 system and d f Zr . Expressing d through dl , d2 and taking 
6.1.1 into account we obtain a relation a(d)” = am which implies (because 
char K’ = 0) that @(d) = @ as asserted. 

6.2. Xow n-e construct on G a structure of a group scheme over A. 

LEMMA. There exists on G a unique structure of a semi-simple group scheme G, 
ov,zr A such that for every admissible torus T andfor ewry d E Z(G, T) the A-struc- 
ture on G(d) determined according to 4.1 j&n the restriction of r to G(d) agrees zcith 
the structure indzued by G, . 

Proof. Let us first prove existence. Vnicity will be evident. Fix an admissible 
torus T and set X = Z(G, T). Let d be a system of simple roots in Z. For every 
d E A w-e have bp 4.1 a structure G(d), of a semi-simple group scheme over 
d on G(d). This gives us an A-scheme structure on T(d) = T n G(d), d E A. 
Since T is the direct product of T(d), d E d, we get an A-structure on T. Let 
xa: G.K + G, d E Z, be K-homomorphisms which give a Chevalley para- 
metrization of root subgroups. We can assume that for d E fd the maps 
xa: GAL1~) ---f G(d) give a Chevalley parametrization for G(d)R((--l)l,r) . This 
defines a Chevalley group scheme GA(-r1,2) over .A((-1)l12) such that 
GA(-rl;e) 8 K = G- . Xow use Appendix 2, Theorem 8.8 to define a group 
scheme G, over A by setting d,,, = -1 forallaEZwhereux =Rforx~K. 
This group scheme is semi-simple (since it is a form of a Chevalley group 
scheme). Clearly we have Gh = GA 3 k. For d E A the restriction of our 
structure to G(d) gives us G(d), (by 4.6) and we ha\-e G(d),(A) = G(d)(k) (by 
4.l(ii)). Since any system of simple roots is conjugate to A by an element of the 
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Key-l group and the latter is generated by its intersection with the G(d),(Bj: 
d E A, it follows that our construction does not depend on the choice of A. By 3.? 
and 3.5 it does not depend on the choice of an admissible torus T. This pros-es the 
existence. The proof also shows that our r2-structure is unique!ly deter-mined by 
the A-structures on G(d), d E A, whence the unicity. 

6.3. 270~ we show that G’ is actually defined over p;(A). For convenience we 
set k” = ?(A). 

LEMMA. Tkere exist on G’ a unique structure of a group defined o9~er k” such 
that a(G(kj) E G’(k”). 

Proof. The proof of the above Lemma follow-s the same lines as the proof of 
6.2. Let T be an admissible torus of G and let T’ be the zariski-closure of 
a(T(k)). For every d E Z(G, T) the closure G’(d) of z(G(dj(kj) is defined ever K” 
(by 4.!(iii)j. In particular, T’(d) = T’ n G’(d) is defined over i2R. This makes T’ 
into a k’-torus since 2” is a product of T’(d), d E A, A a simpie root system of 
Z’(G, T). Sow we choose &): Ga.Bm((--l)l;r) --+ G’(d), &d E A, to be a Cheval!ey 
parametrization in G’(d), d E A. This choice makes G&-r:;!, into a Cheva!;e)- 
group over k”(( - 1j1!2). Xow define the action of Gd(k”(( - l)l:2)!k”)by da,= = -I 
(cf. -1ppendix 2, 8.8, 8.9). This makes G’ into 2 k”-groul and agrees with the 
structures on G’(d) given by 4.l(iii), 4.5.2. Since the KeyI group acts transitivei!- 
on the set of simpie root systems and is generated by its intersection v-it:? the 
G’jdj, d E A, it follows that the result of our construction does not depend on the 
choice of A in 6(G, T). By 3.7, 3.5 it also does not depend on the choice cf an 
admissible T. This proves the existence. The proof also shows that olir k”-strut- 
rure on G’ is unique& determined by ones on G(d), d E A, vthence the unicity. 

6.4. Finaily we must construct 8: “G, -+ GL.;,: . 

LEMYL%. There exists a unique central v(A)-isogeq 6: “GA + G& such that 
for any admissible torus T and mery d E Z(G, T), tke restriction ,l?(d) oj 3 to G(d) 
is the map ,R of 4.l(iv) corastructedfiom the restriction %;a to G(dj(k). 

Proo$ We can assume without loss of generality that k” = ?(A) (otherwise 
replace k’ by ~(a)). Let T be an admissible torus of G, let T’ be the Zariski 
closure of z(Tjk)) and iet d: Z(G, T) + Z(G, T) be an isomorphism of 5.l(i;i). 
Let A be a simple root system in Z(G, Tj. Then A’ = Z(d) is a simpie roe: 
system in Z(G’, T’). We denote /3(d) the /I given by 4.:(ivj from the restriction 
of LX to G(d)(k), d EZ(G, T). So p(d): ‘G(d),+ Gf.. Xe choose a Chevahey 
parametrizations xd: Ga.A(f-r)l,P) + GA((-I)l;P: of GA over 9!;- l)l:‘j, Sext me 
choose a Chevalley parametrization xd: G,,rr,((-i)l,l, -+ G’ of GL, over k’((--I)l:sj 
We can assume without any loss of generality that p(d) c $ = TZ~ = -r&,zldI where 
E(d): A + (= I}. We can assume (replacing if necessary Z 5y -2) that l (d,) = Z 

r 
for 2: least one d, E A. Kov; u-e define ,8 by /I o ~0 c xd = I+; , d E A. T!% 
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defines a central k’-isogeny eGA + GB because d,,, = da,ol,rr = -1 for all a E B 
(cf. Appendix 2, Lemma 8.7). We want to prove that ,9 coincides with p(d) for 
d E X This is true by our choice of d, for j3(d,). If /?(d) # /3 ! rG(d), then 
B(4(~“W = B(v”WIN for t E W)(k) ( since in this case the effect of /3(d) and p 
differ bg a conjugation by n E sl’,,&T’(d)). 

Now if n E :Yoc,j(T(d)), d E A, then /?(d)(n) $ T’ and p(n) e T’ and since 
No&T(d))/T(d) = Z/2, we have that /l(d)(n) E #3(n) * T’. If n E :Yo(e)& T(d)(k) 
then it means that u(n) E p(n) . T’. Since such the n generate the Weyl group of G 
(when d varies over A) we see that a(n) E e(n) . T’ for any n E A’otk)( T(k)). Sow 
~~(ntn-1) = /l(ntn-1) if t E T(do)(k), n E IYok!( T(k)), by our choice of do . This 
means that u(t) = /3(t) for all t E T(k). It follows that p(d)(plO(t)) = j3(q~O(t)) for all 
t E T(d)(k) (by the construction of /3(d), cf. 4.l(iv)). This means that p(d) = p 
for all d E A. Now it follows from conjugacy of tori and from transitivitv of the 
Weyl group on the set of systems of simple roots that our Lemma holds. 

6.5. We can conclude our proof with the 

LEMMA. For pfiom Lemma 6.4 we have a(g) = /?(qJO(g))for allg E G(k). 

Proof. We have a(g) = j3(d)(y”(g ) for g E G(d)(k), d E A. By 6.4 it implies 
that z(g) = p(@(g)) forg E G(d)(k), d E A. A reference to 3.7 concludes the proof. 

7. APPE?rTDIX 1. -4 THEOREM ABOUT HOMOMORPHISMS OF 

PROJECTIVE SPACES 

For convenience of reference we reprove below a theorem of W. Klingenberg 
[8] and then restate it in the form we are going to use. 

7.1. THEOREM. Let k and k’ beJieZds and 5: P’(k) + P”(k’) be a homomorphism 
of projectice planes (i.e., a mapping which maps lines into lines and such that 
E(P*(k)) is not contained in a line). Let V and V’ be the underlying vector spaces of 
P”(k) and Pe(k’). Then 

(i) there exists a unique place cp: k + (k’ u cc); let A = {a c k 1 p(a) # 00) 
be the valuation ring of VP, 

(ii) there exists a unique (up to multiplication by a scalar from k) free 
A-submodule &l of V, 

(iii) there exists a unique (up to multiplication by a scaIaFfrom k’*) additzke 
map p M+ V’ satisfying warn) = v(a) p(m) for m E 171, a E A, such that for 
any line L C V one has z(L) = p(.M n L). 

7.1.1. Remark. The proof is the same as the standard proof of the Funda- 
mental Theorem of Projective Geometry. 

Xotation. L stands for a line, [a, b] stands for a line passing through points a, b. 
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7.2. But before giving a proof of the Theorem let us sha\- that its converse is 
zlso true. 

PROFOSITION. Let k and k’ be two jields and let qx k -+ k’ be a place cith 
ral?ration ring A. Let V and V’ be vector spaces over k and k’ respecticel3, and let :%i 
be a,%ee A-submodule of V. Let further ,% M+ i;” be an additive mop such that 
F(Gm) = p(G) p(m). Set C%(L) = f?(L n Iv) for a he L c r. Then 5 is G k0?n0- 

morphism of Pz(k) to P’(K’). 

Proof. Let I be the maximal ideal of .A. First we have to stow thar for a”~:- 
line L = ks, Y E T’, N + 0, the d:I-module L n .M.‘L r? 1X is free cn ore 
generator (that will mean that 5 is a map P”(k) + Ps(k’jj. Let e, , ep , es be a basis 
cf M. Write N = ae, + be, + ceg with a, b, c E k. Ke can asszne that a, b, c E 3. 
Then one of a, b, c divides the other two (cf. [3, Chag. 1X, Sect. 1. Theorem 1(d::. 
Sal- it is a. Then replacing x by a-lx we can asswme that x = e: - aep - 5eB , 
g, 6 E A Therefore L r\ M/L n I-11 + 0. Let y EL 9 X. ‘Zer, J = de, - 

dae, A- dbe, , d E k. Since y E M we has-e d c A and therefore y + 1-W E 
As - iAT: i.e., L n M;L n 1-W is one-dimensional ever A/1. 

Sow let S = kx T ky be a two-dimensional subspace of F (i.e., a line of 
P”(k)). Let us show that :V n M/S n IX is t;yo-dimensional c;-er 9;1. (This 
will mean that lines of Pp(k) are mapped into liies of P”{k’).‘, As abo-.-e :ie 
wlte $Tithout loss of general+ x = e, L ce, - be, ar,5 we can asslime nov: 
that v = cc, - dee, with c, d E A. Then either c di!ivides d or d divides c r3: d 
Chap. VI, Sect. 1, Theorem l(d)]. Suppose c divides d. Then we can assume 
y = eS - de, . This shows that dim,,:r(:Y n M~:‘s n IM) > 2. Let I E S n 31. 
Then z = sx T ty, s, t E k. Since M is free me have s, t E 9, whence the dimen- 
sion of ous quotient is exactly 2. This concludes the proof. 

7.2. i . Remlirk. It should be noted that we ha\-e actually show2 (wvitEc;lt 
assuming it) that the image of a line of P’(k) is never a point of P’(k’:. 

7.3. Sow let us pass to the proof of the Theorem. But first let us remark that 
the o&y point which is not contained in the standard proofs is the unicity cf 
lattice M. 

7.3.1. We follow [6, Chap. III, Sect. lj and refer to draviings there. First :3-e 
note thzt s(P*(k)) is a subplane of Pe(k’) which is automatically isomorphic (cf. 
foor esample j18],) to PB(k”) for some subfield k” c k”. We maq’ (and shall) 
aswrne that k’ = k”. Let ei , e; , e; be a basis of Y’. Choose a basis e, , e2 , 5s of 
P slrch that cii(kei) = k’ei and ji(k(e, + e3)) = k’(e; ;- e& &(k(e, 7 es)) = 
k’(ei + ei). Introduce v: k + k’ u x b>r Z(k(ael - e3)j = k’(v(ale; - ei). 1Ye 
have qz(Oj = O’, p( 1) = 1’. Let Lk = ke; 1 ke; be the infinite line of Se(k’). Y-e 
ide+- subset P = k(ke, i ke, + es) of P”(k) with 2 tv;o-dimensional \-ecto: 
space cl-er k considering k(ae, - be, + e,) as a vector aFl - bq . 
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Similarly, we identify 8’ = k’(k ‘e, + k’e, + e,) with a two-dimensional vector 
space over k’. 

7.3.2. LEMMA. 9;: k + k! v 00 is a pkzce of k. 

Proof. Let a, b E k and suppose that p(a) # co, I # co. Then the 
reasoning and pictures in [6, Chap. III, Sect. l] show that p)(a + b) = v(a) + 
v(k), q(ab) = p;(a) . p(b) (since constructions describing a f b and ab in Pe(k) 
are mapped by E on the corresponding constructions in P8(k’)). The same 
argument shows that if cp(a) = 00, q(b) # oc then cs(a + b) = OD 

as can be seen from the above picture. It also shows that y(-a) = CO 
(iida) = 00). If q(a) = XI and q(b) # 0 then we have the following picture 
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whence v(~b) = cc. The similzr picture shows also that ~(a-1) = 0 if q(c) = %; 
and ?(a-‘) = cc if p)(a) = 0. This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 

7.3.3. LEMx4. we hawe G(&*) = &+?;. 

Proof. The assertion is already prored if b = 0. Since the lines parahel to 
& , &J go under E into lines parallel to [E; , z.$ we have S(&j = q(bj~i as 
asserted. 

7.3.4. LEMMA. (i) If &(ae; + bi$) $L: then 5(aEI - !I&) = &a) El $ v(b) 4. 

(ii) :a = (ae; + bi?* ; C?(UZ~ + b%) $Lk} is B f?ee A-module (zhere 
A = (2 E k : f&z) f; co}) with basis 8; , Es . 

(iii) &: i@ -+ p is an additive map satisfying E(b.m) = a(b) Z(m)$or m E 117, 
benl. 

PmGf. Since the point UC, f bc2 can be obtained as an intersection of &es 
paral!el to [0, e,] and [0, eJ through ae; and be2 respectively, and since this 
construction is mapped by ji onto a similar construction in 8’, it follows that al! 
our operations may be considered in coordinates and then our !emme is cb\<ous. 

Sow- set R = (ue, A be, -+ e, ’ a, b E A) and !et M be the J-su5noduie cf F- 
generated by R. Define p &I + V’ by @‘qei) = Zsj(aij e; . 

7.3.5. LEMMA. M is a free A-module zcith basis eI , e2 , e3 . 

Proof. .M contains e, + es , e, + es , es . Tberefore MZ BeI - 3e, 2- .4e, . 
But by construction M C Ae, + Ar, 7- Ae, , whence our assertion. 

7.3.6. LEMMA. For any line L = kx C V; x + 0, we hare Z(L) = ,@L c M). 

Proof. ?Ye already prored (cf. 3.4(i)) the above assertion for iines L such 
that L n :M C A *(A1 + Ae, + e,). To show that the same holds for a!1 lines we 
coyer, as usual, P*(K) by three affine planes: F = &he1 - Kee -+ es), ri = 
k(e: + ha f ke,), ff, = k(ke, f e2 - ke,), then we proceed with construction of 
p, /I, R, i@ for each of those and then check that the results coincide. 

Let us take PI . We know that 5(k(e, +- es)) = k’(e; T ei). Let us show rhat 
E(k(e, + e2jj = k.‘(e; + e;). We consider k(e, + e,j as the intersect& of planes 
ke, + .kz2 and k(e, + e,) 7 k(e, - e,). The image cf these pianes under 5 is 
k’e; T k’ei and k’(e; + e;) + R’(ei - ei) (because of choice of the ci in ?.3.1 and 
because 5(-Q = j;(k(e, - e,)) = -E; = k’(ei - ez by 7.3.4(ij). The inter- 
section of k’e; + k’e; and k’(e; f ei) + k’(e; + e;) is k’(e; + eh) whence 
E(k(q f e,)) = k’(ei + ei). Xow we can apply our reasoning to ZYi (without 
changing basis). As result we construct MI , .J& , Ri , ,& , q+ . Ye haye R .G R: 2 
(e,p + pace f e, 1 a E A} and 7.3.4(i) is applicable on R n iiT1 :C both o, and px. 
So jT(el 1 ce2 + es) = e; + p;(fz)ei + ej = ,&(e, + ae, i- es) = ei T plP,:u)e; + ei , 
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whence p = qr and therefore /I = /? (we have M = M, by 7.3.5). Since the 
same argument applies to ra we have our Lemma. 

7.3.6.1. Remarks. (i) There is nothing surprising that M turned out to be 
free. Indeed, if M were “general” module then M would have a form M = 
Jq + Ae, - Ae, with a fractional ideal J. The condition dim .M/IM = 3 which 
we have forces J to be principal. 

(ii) Actually we proved more. Kamely, we have shown that for any choice 
of basis e, , e, , es in V such that conditions of 3.1 are satisfied (i.e., {&(k+)} is 
a basis of v’ and 5(k(es + et)) = k’(ei Y e;)) we obtain that free module &Zei 
satisfies the conclusions of the Theorem. 

7.3.7. Lnm~a. If we change our choices of bases e; , e; , e; of V’and e, , e, , e3, 
of V (subject to conditions stated in 7.3.1) then cp, M, f! are replaced by q+;new = vs 
-=KN?w = aM, a E k, &&ax) = b&x), x E M, b E k’*. 

Proof. Let us consider first those changes of e, , ea , es such that e; , e; , ei 
remain the same. Such changes can be decomposed into a product of a diagonal 
transformation and of a transformation D E GL(X) = GL(3, A) with D 3 
Id (modI). For diagonal part we have e, , es , es are replaced by ae, , be, , ce, , 
a, b, c E k. The condition 5(k(es - ei)) = k’(ei + 6) implies a = b = c. So 22 
is replaced by a%. Since the definition of p depends only on ratios of coordinates 
of a vector, we see that v is unchanged. The statement about /? is clear. 

For D E GL(M) with D = 1 mod I there is nothing to prove, since D does not 
affect M, 9) or /J. 

Let us now change a basis of V’. Then there exists g’ E GL(V’) such that the 
new basis isg’e; , g’ei , g’ej . If m-e were able to findg E GL(M) such that v”(g) = g’ 
then we would be through. But GL(M) contains all permutation matrices, all 
unipotent matrices with elements from A and also all dilations e, + ae, , 
e, + eS , i > 2, a E A*. Since F: A --t k and v*: A* -+ k* are onto it follows 
that r$+ GL(:M)+ GL(V’) is also surjective, as required. 

7.4. To be consistent with our later approach let us restate our theorm. 

THEOREM. Let k, k’ be fields and kt E: P*(k) + Ps(k’) be a homomorphism 
of projectire planes such that z(P*(k)) is not contained in a line. Then 

(i) there exists a unique place q: k + K’; kt A be its oaluation ring, 

(ii) there exists a unique structure of a projective pIa.ne over A m Pk2, 

(iii) there exists a unique structure of a plane owr p(A) on P:, , 

(iv) there exists a unique v(A)-isomorphism 8: @PA2 + PE. 

such that 

a. = #&q-P. 
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Proof. The only new ingredient (compared with our origina; Theorem 7.1) is 
(iii). To prove (iii) w-e remark (as we did before) that j;(Ps(K)) is a subplane of 
Ps(ti’), i.e., .%(P’(K)) = Ps(k”) for K” C A’. This P’(K) gives PE, the Y-structure. 
It remains to notice that K” = p;(A). 

7.4.1. Remark. Using language proposed by Tits in [!5] v-e can say that 2 
is 2 composition of reduction modulo I and of z semi-algebraic isomorphism. 

8. AI’PESDIX 2. FORMS OF CHEI-ALLEY GROD SCEEMES 

Our aim here is to give a convenient (for our pruposes) w-a?* to describe semi- 
simple group schemes which are split by some &tale extension. In the case of 
fields our description coincides with that of Satake ([IS], 13, Remark 1). 

8.1. Let S = Spec A, where A is a local domain. Since .A is local an &ale 
cover is the same as a Galois extension of A. Let G be a semi-simple group scheme 
over S and let T be z maximal S-torus of G. We know ([5j, X, Corollaire 4.5) that 
T is split over some Galois extension S, = Spec a41 of S. Let r be the Galois 
group of d, over A. Fix some epinglage of G over S, with respect to T. Let 
.Z = Z(G: T) be the root system of G with respect to T. One can colnsider Z as 
a constant scheme over S, (cf. [5], XIX, Proposition 3.8). Let 9, , a E ,Z, be the 
basis over A, of the complement to Lie T in Lie G corresponding to the chosen 
tpinglage. xow r acts on (Lie G)(9,) by A-automorphisms and preserves T. 
Therefore eaG E A, Q~,~) for any a E Z and any a E r. It is easy to see that 

qc: r @ .Z-+ .Z is an action of r on 2, i.e.: it determines a hcmomorphism 
ti: ?‘+ Aut Z (Recall, that in our situation we can consider Xut Z as 2 cons:a;lt 
gioup scheme over 9: , cf. ([5-j, XXI‘<, Proposition 2.6). We shail write 02 
instead of w(a)a for a E 2, u E I’. 

Since the e, are canonically part of a basis of Lie G over A1 , we have enc = 
d,,,e,, with do-, E AC. Thus we obtain a map d: .Z 13 r-+ A:. 

Ke can assume that our Chevally basis of Lie G over A, is obtaiced by a base 
change from a Chevalley basis of a Lie algebra g, overz. Let AwqqI, be the structure 
constants of gx: [eO , eb] = -lTa,beaAb where :\TO,b = 0 ifi a - b F 2. It follows from 
properties of Chevalley bases that i\Twa,wb = YA’O.b for any rc E Artit Z. Define 
a map E from a subset of B x Z x Aut Z’ into 2~ = (211 by Awc,,,,.b = 
~!a, b, ZC.)~T~,~ if a - b E 2. If a + b 4 2 we do not define E. 

8.2. LEMMA. The numbers d,., E A: (a E 2, CT E I’) soti& rebztims 

(i) da,.,, = &n,,4’,, 
(ii) de,,, = d,$ 

(iii) da-+ = c(a, b, W(U)) d,,,d,S, if a -L b E 2’. 
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Proof. We can assume that G is simply connected. First we have d,,,e,,, = 

ea UT = (ea7)o = (4,~7aP = 4a,&,,eo,a whence (i). To prove (ii) consider 
[ea , em,] = ha (which holds for all a E ,E because G is simply connected). We 
have h,~ = h,, (by the definition of action of r on X) and [e= , e-J” = [e,O, e>] = 
[4,oe,, , Lc-,,I whence (ii). 

To prove (iii) we proceed as follows. We have [e. , eb] = :Ya,aea+b (if a T 6 E JJ. 
Therefore d,,,d,,,.hT Ga.~beo&b) = ka 9 ebl” = (~a,b%+b)o = ~va.b&-bd.oe&-;b) Lvhence 

This implies (iii) unless I\‘a.b = 0 (in a,). Of course, this happens if and only if 
M ua.ob = 0. But A’6.b can be zero in 8, for a + b E 2 only in few cases. We 
consider them separately. 

(a) 2A = 0; X of type B,; a, b are short roots with angle r/2. But then 
we have 1y,+b,-b # 0 whence da;a,od-b,O = d,,, . Apply (ii) and get da-,= = 
dim‘& as desired. 

(b) 2A = 0; X of type Ga; a, b short with angle 2zj3. But then .Xtib,-b # 0 
and we proceed as in (a). 

(c) 3A = 0, ,JY of type G8; a, b short with angle r/3. Then we take in 
([14, Sect. 10, So. 2 about GJ a = (Y + j?, b = 2a + 3fi. We see that hrn,b = 
31~-,,a+b whence ~(a, b, ec) = e(- a, a 7 6, w) for all w E Aut Z: On the other 
hand N-a,a+l, = 1 whence d&,,,d,,+b,o = ~(-a, a + b, w(o))daSo. Using (ii) and 
the above remark about E we obtain (iii). This concludes the proof. 

8.2.1. Remarks. (i) One can work directly in the group and use commutation 
relations there. In fact, estetically this approach would be better. 

(ii) The numbers d,., depend on a choice of a Chevalley basis. 

8.3. DEFNITIOK. GiGen a homomorphism w: r-+ Aut 2 we call two maps 
d, d’: Z’@ I’+ AZ equivalent if there exists a map m: Z+- AT satisfying 
tn,mb = n&+1, if a, b, a + b E 2 and such that d,‘,, = m;d,S,m,o. 

8.4. Xow we are going to show that our map d: ,I7 $$ r+- AZ actually 
determines a cocycle from I’ with values in the automorphism scheme of a 
Chevalley group scheme. This implies that d satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of 
Lemma 8.2 determines some form of a Chevalley group scheme. 

Let G, be a Chevalley group scheme over A which is isomorphic to G over 
A, and let T, be a maximal split A-torus of G,, . Suppose that we are given an 
epinglage of G over A, and an epinglage of G,, over A which are obtained from 
the same epinglage over Z by base extension. Then there exists an Ar-isomor- 
phism h: G, + G which maps TO into T and one epinglage into another. 
Consider h-lh” E AutswglG,, . Then h-lh” is a cocycle from r to (Autr-,G,,)(A,) 
but actually its values are in the normalizer IV of TO in (At&-,G,)(AJ. We have 
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an exact sequence 1 + TO -+ :X7 --+ Aut .?Y+ 1 where TO is the centralizer of 
TO in -++.G,, . This gives us a map 6: H,f,(T: X(K)! --+ H&jr, Au: S). Since 
GO is split we have that Aut C is a constant group S-scheme (cf. [5, Chap. 24. 
Proposition 2.61. Therefore &(r, Aut zl) = Horn&.,‘, -*at 2). Thus to our 
cccycle h-%V there corresponds a homomorphis-m ur: r+- Aur 8. Let us 
consider the action of h-W on the Chevalley basis of Lie Ge , corresponding to 
our epingiage. It is easy to see that we have h-Wee, = &e,ua for a E Z: c E r 
where d, c are constructed from the given epinglage of G as described in the 
beginning of this Appendix. To sum up our conclusions we have 

5.4. LEJIMA. The data: homomurphism W: I- -+ -V(AJ/~,,(AJ C &t_ Z 
together zcith a map & Z’ @ I’+ At satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 8.2 descri5es 
G cocycle from r to ;\i(A,). If its image in Hl(r, (A-q-&,j(.&)) determines o 
group scheme G then w and d me reconstructible from G us described in the beginniq 
of this .g$>endi.y. 

8.5. COROLLXRS. The data: w: r-+ ;\v(A,)i~O(Al) ,C ..lut Z together e:ith n 
map d: .Z g I-+ -42 satisfying (i), (ii), (iiij of Lemma 8.2 describes a semi-simpk 
group .vhenle owr d split by A, . 

85.1. Remarks. (i) We actually need only Corollary. Cocycles svere intro- 
duced because there is a reference [5, Chap. 24, Corollaire 1.181 xvhich sap that 
cocycles do define a form of a Chevalley group scheme. 

(ii) We can not take arbitrary w: r+ Aut 2 because the image of r must 
act on the center of G (or, the same, on the lattice of weights of T). For absolute!! 
simple groups this is a restriction only for groups of type Ds,! . 

Let us make several other observations 

8.6. LEmLi. Let d, d’: Z % r+ A; be tzco mu$s satisfJ!ing (I), (ii), (iii) 3: 
Lemma 8.2 zl;ith the same w: r-+ -Aut Z. If d, d’ are equiw&nt in the sense qf 

Dejnition 8.3 the corresponding cocycles are cohotnologous z&h res$ect to T9 = 

z,,t G[.f To:. 

Proof is evident (if needed at all). 

8.6. i. Remark. It is easy to see that multiplication on the left by a cocycle 
from r ro TO(&) maps a cocycle from r to A;(&) to a cocycle from r to 
-j-,,(=i-:). The question arises whether it determines an action of W(r, T,j on 
Hl(l-, Aut,~,G,). 

8.7. L~xau. Let G, G’ be taco semi-simple A-group schemes, borh hazing 
maximai tori T: T’ split ocer A, . Suppose that 
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(i) there exists a central A,-isogeny j?: G -+ G’ mapping T to T’, 

(ii) the homomorphisms w, w’: r~~~t~mrdthemapsd,d’:~~r~AT 
defined by (G, T) rmd (G’, T’) respectively are the same with respect to epinglages 
connected by /3. 

Then /I is an A-isogeny. 

We omit a proof. 

8.8. We need only a very special case of above discussions. 

THEOREM. Let A, be a quadratic GaZois extension of A, u E Gal(A,/A), 
a # 1. For every Chevalley group scheme over A there exists its A-form split by A, 
determined by conditions 

(i) w(u) = -1 EAutZ 

(ii) d,,, = -1, d,,, = 1 for all a E 2. 

Proof. Since - 1 E Aut Z preserves any lattice between lattice of weights and 
lattice of roots, vve see that (i) does not lead to a contradiction. It remains to 
verify (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 8.2. The first one, (i), is trivial since us = 1, (ii) 
is also evident. Sow- (iii) follows from the condition :V-cr.-r, = --Va,b which 
holds for Chevalley bases. 

8.9. COROLL.~RY. Let A be an integral domain and suppose that A((-l)l;‘) is 
lnrram$ed over A. Let 1 # u E Gal(A((-l)lIP)jA). Then the data described in 
Theorem 8.8 determines an A-form of a Chevalley group scheme over A. This group 
scheme is obtained by base change from Z to A from a form of a Chevalley group 
scheme over Z deJined similarly (with A = Z). 
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